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Connect Intelligently with Multicultural 
Consumers across the Nation

MaxPoint combines national digital advertising with neighborhood-level precision to help 
you get the most out of your multicultural campaigns:

Reach New, Interested Consumers across the Nation—We advertise 
across ethnicities and cultures to reach engaged consumers untapped by 
your competition.

Advertise Efficiently in the Neighborhoods That Matter—We work with 
you to reach your advertising goals by determining and focusing on only the 
right neighborhoods filled with the multicultural consumers you need. 

Go Deeper with Hyperlocal Insights—We make the right marketing 
decisions by using deep consumer intelligence including ethnicity, level of 
acculturation, country of origin, and purchase behavior.

Achieve Superior Advertising Performance—We use our platform to 
learn which promotions and placements resonate with your target ethnic 
consumer, leveraging your advertising dollars to generate more engagement 
and more in-store sales.
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As a multicultural marketer, you know that country of origin, ethnicity, and level of acculturation make a difference when it comes to your messaging. 
MaxPoint locates those pockets of consumers that will engage most with your marketing efforts. 

In-Store Sales—Lift in-store sales among specific ethnicities 
and cultures.

Targeted Awareness—Improve brand awareness among 
specific consumers.

Online Acquisition—Drive consumers to take action on your website.

Store Openings and Event Promotions—Pack any store opening 
or event with potential customers.

Measurable In-Store Sales Lift—Directly measure your ads’ impact 
on in-store sales.

New Product Launches—Advertise to early product adopters to 
generate early enthusiasm.

Targeted SKU Purchases—Increase sales of select products that 
appeal to your consumers.

Couponing—Boost coupon exposure among your target ethnicities.

Meet Your Business Goals with Superior Performance
MaxPoint helps you meet and exceed your multicultural marketing goals:
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About MaxPoint

Trusted by the top 20 leading global marketers, MaxPoint's hyperlocal digital advertising technology uses real-time data to drive in-store sales for brands and retailers across the globe.
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Trusted by the
Nation’s Leading Advertisers
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